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S1 – Preparation of NOA81 surfaces by spin coating 

The single component, liquid NOA81 resin (stored at 4 °C) was warmed to room temperature for 

15 minutes before use. Then it was spin-coated on 3’’ x 1’’ glass microscope slides as a neat, pure 

liquid. The glass slide was accelerated in 5 s to 300 rpm, kept at that rate for 15 s, then further 

accelerated to 3000 rpm in 5 s and allowed to spin for 60 s before being stopped in 10 s. Coated 

slides were then exposed for 30 min to UV irradiation at 365 nm using a 150 W lamp. The UV 

curing was followed by thermal annealing at 50 °C overnight on a conventional heating plate. 

S2 – ATR-IR spectra of surface modified NOA81 powders 

A slab of cured NOA81 resin was pulverized and part of the powder was added to a round bottom 

flask filled with a 5% v/v toluene solution of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), then stirred at room 

temperature for 15 minutes. The powder was transferred on filter paper, where it was washed 

thoroughly with toluene in order to remove all traces of unreacted chlorosilanes. It was then further 

washed with isopropanol and dried under anitrogen flow. ATR-IR spectra of both the untreated 

powder and its OTS-functionalized counterpart were collected on a Nicolet 5800 spectrometer 

equipped with a Smart Performer ATR accessory (figure 1). 

 

Figure S1. ATR-IR spectra for unfunctionalized (black) and OTS-functionalized (red) NOA81 resin. 

The bands highlighted by arrows can be ascribed to the asymmetric C-H bonds stretching in the 

octadecyl chain (at 2959 cm-1 for CH3 and 2853 cm-1 for CH2). 
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The asymmetric stretchings of C-H bonds are the most useful for the identification of the long alkyl 

chains brought on the resin surface by the treatment with OTS: 2959 cm-1 νasCH2; 2853 cm-

1 νasCH3. Signals from bending (usually in the 1350 - 1450 cm-1 region) and rocking (typically close 

to 720 cm-1) of C-H bonds are less informative since they fall in areas already crowded by NOA81 

bands and are typically weaker (the latter being particularly true for rocking). 

S3 – Fabrication of the Y-junction demonstrator chip 

The demonstrator device was fabricated according to a method developed by Cygan et al for the 

fabrication of microfluidic channels in NOA resin and further developed by Carofiglio et al. with the 

addition of convenient PTFE tubings as external interfaces (see references 5 and 10 in the main 

text). We started with the fabrication of the interfaces, as reported in figure S2. 

 

Figure S2. Fabrication of the external interface (head of the device). 

Inlet holes (2 mm diameter) were drilled through two glass slides (figure S2a), then fitting a flanged 

PTFE tubes (2.1 mm od, 1.5 mm id) through the holes in one slide. The slide was set on a beaker, 

with the tubing facing down and the flanged end on the up side. Pieces of smaller PTFE tubings 

(1.6 mm, 0.5 mm id) were inserted in the flanged ends and left sticking out, in order to stop the inlet 

tubing and provide a guide for the positioning of the second glass slide (figure S2b). A layer of 

liquid NOA resin was poured on the surface and small squares of filter paper were used as spacers 

(figure S2c). Using the smaller tubes as guides, the second drilled glass slide was placed on top of 

the first  and the assembly was exposed for 5 minutes to UV irradiation (365 nm wavelength) to 

cure the resin (figure S2d). The resulting element, which we call the “head” of the device, 

presented all the inlets as 1.5 mm internal diameter PTFE tubing.  
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Figure S3. Fabrication of the channel network. 

The channel network was fabricated by soft photolithography on this assembly as shown in figure 

S3. After stopping the inlet tubes (figure S3f), another layer of NOA was poured on the surface and 

more spacers added to set the height of the channels (figure S3g). One last glass slide was set on 

top of the liquid layer, resting on the filter paper squares (figure S3h). A mask was prepared by 

printing the desired channel network on transparency paper on a 600 dpi office laser printer and 

was set over the last glass slide, before irradiating the device for 90 s under the UV lamp (figure 

S3i). The unexposed, liquid resin was removed by connecting the outlet one by one to a water 

pump. The channels were then flushed extensively with ethanol in order to remove liquid resin 

residues, then flushed with nitrogen and exposed to the UV lamp again for 30 min to completely 

crosslink the resin. Lastly, the device underwent a thermal postcuring treatment at 50 °C overnight 

(figure S3l). 

S4 – Movie of the demonstrator device 

Movie of a passive valve demonstrator device (see pas_valve.avi) 

In the movie, the water flow comes in from the left side thanks to a constant applied pressure of 

15 mbar. The front advances more quickly in the hydrophilic channel (on bottom) than in the 

hydrophobic one (on top). Both channels offer a certain resistance to water motion. In particular, it 
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takes more energy to wet the surface of the hydrophobic channel than it takes to wet the 

hydrophilic one. Still, the resistance to the water flow of the hydrophobic channel is not infinite, thus 

the front advancing very slightly in it. Once the hydrophilic channel was filled, the front stopped 

advancing in the hydrophobic channel altogether, as there was no work required for wetting the 

channel wall on the hydrophilic side and no further resistance was encountered. 
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